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A multi-level English course for adults and young adults combining international content, comprehensive grammar and real-life language.
With a task-based learning approach, the main objective is for students to use the language that they know in order to achieve a particular
communication goal. Generally focussed on speaking, tasks are opportunities for in-class communication which encourages fluency and
confidence. New Cutting Edge features: * A comprehensive syllabus with thorough grammar, vocabulary and skills work * Systematic
vocabulary building which focuses on high-frequency, useful words and phrases * Clearly-structured tasks to encourage student fluency and
confidence Challengeyour students with the 'Study, Practice, Remember' sections. Motivateyour students with the self-study CD-ROMs which
have additional grammar and vocabulary practice, plus 'Real life' video sequences. Engageyour students with New Cutting Edge Digital -software for interactive whiteboards. Mini-dictionary included inside every Student's Book New Cutting Edge Intermediate takes students from
B2 to C1 level of the CEF.
Cutting Edge 3rd Edition builds on the distinctive task-based approach that has made this course so popular. Engaging texts, new video
content and a comprehensive digital package are just some of the features that make it even more effective.
This English language teaching (ELT) theory book is packed with case studies, empirical research, reflections and methods for the
maximisation of English language learning. It is designed to help English teachers boost the potential for learning to occur in language
classrooms. Written in response to student complaints of “not learning anything”, this book examines, reflects upon and interprets the
process of English language learning from a student’s perspective. In order to significantly reduce the likelihood of the emergence of such
complaints from students, the book suggests a focus on learning by presenting a new philosophy of English language teaching: namely, the
English Learning Maximisation System (ELMS). This new ELT theory holds that students learn the English language best when their learning
experience engages them cognitively and behaviourally.
Bringing together an international and interdisciplinary team of contributors, this Handbook is a wide-ranging and invaluable reference guide
to language teaching. A comprehensive reference work on language teaching, which combines the latest research findings, coverage of core
topics, and examples of teaching experience from a variety of languages and settings Provides a unique breadth of coverage, including: the
psycholinguistic underpinnings of language learning; social, political, and educational contexts; program design; materials writing and course
design; teaching and testing; teacher education; and assessment and evaluation Offers a balanced evaluation of the major positions and
approaches, including examining the increasingly important social and political context of language teaching Written by an international and
interdisciplinary group of authors from a dozen different countries; English is only one of the many languages used as examples throughout
the volume
Cutting Edge Third Edition builds on the distinctive task-based approach that has made this course so popular. Engaging texts, new video
content and a comprehensive digital package are just some of the features that make this fully revised edition even more effective.
"In this book we offer the informed and reflective practioner as the ideal agent for mediating between the practice and theory of language
teaching. Some of the contributors might be labelled teachers, some materials developers, some applied linguists, some teacher trainers and
some publishers, but all of them share four things in common: they have all had expereince as teachers of a second or foreign language, they
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have all contributed to the development of second language materials, they have are all well informed about developments in linguistic and
psycholinguistic theory and they all have respect for the teacher as the person with the power to decide what actually happens in the
classroom." --From the Introduction>
With a task-based learning approach, the main objective is for students to use the language that they know in order to achieve a particular
communication goal. Generally focussed on speaking, tasks are opportunities for in-class communication which encourages fluency and
confidence. New Cutting Edge features: * A comprehensive syllabus with thorough grammar, vocabulary and skills work * Systematic
vocabulary building which focuses on high-frequency, useful words and phrases * Clearly-structured tasks to encourage student fluency and
confidence Challenge your students with the 'Study, Practice, Remember' sections. Motivate your students with the self-study CD-ROMs
which have additional grammar and vocabulary practice, plus 'Real life' video sequences. Engage your students with New Cutting Edge
Digital -- software for interactive whiteboards. Mini-dictionary included inside every Student's Book New Cutting Edge Intermediate takes
students from B1 to B2 level of the CEF.
Academic English is an EAP Course Book & Syllabus, including IELTS Practice sections. It combines a comprehensive syllabus and reliable
teaching resources, work book exercises, and complete resource lists, making it the primary text for EAP teachers and students alike, both as
a study guide for students, and a source book for teachers. This course book has been designed for the International Student wishing to
study Academic English and seeking to achieve a level that will gain Direct Entry into a college or university of choice in a Western country
like Australia, the United Kingdom, or the United States of America. It is also designed for students who wish to bring their level of English up
to an acceptable International Standard, but not necessarily wishing to go overseas for further study. The lesson structure has been designed
by a team of professional IELTS and Academic English teachers, and is enhanced by a set of published resources readily available in most
countries of the world.
With key. A series of beginner's guides to the English language.

Teachers around the world trust New Cutting Edge to deliver a comprehensive, practical language syllabus and an
impressive range of teaching resources.
This course translates the theory of task-based learning into a practical and user-friendly coursebook, recognizing that
the performance of regular spoken and written tasks is crucial to successful language acquisition. It combines elements
of the task-based approach with a strong emphasis on vocabulary, alongside a comprehensive grammar and skills
syllabus.
This is one of the most intense books a newcomer to ELL will ever purchase. Completely updated for Praxis 0361 test
takers. What you will learn in this book is taught by hundreds of TESOL schools around the world. What is more is that
you will learn about how to teach as a regular school teacher. The glossary, assessment and methodologies sections are
what you will learn from university programs and not a short 4 week crash course. This book explains the different areas
you need to learn to be an effective teacher: Lesson Plans Book Selection Whiteboard styles Classroom Management Methodologies and Theories - More than 40 Grammar Vocabulary
Reading Writing Speaking Listening Assessments Page 2/4
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More than 8 different assessment types Culture Glossary - More than 400 terms Written by Keith Brooks, a licensed US
teacher from Maine and who has been an ELL teacher for nearly eight years in Korea, Cambodia and Saipan.
"A popular guide for teachers, providing a comprehensive and useful introduction to the principles and practice of
teaching English as a foreign/second language"-This fully revised third edition builds on the task based learning approach that has made 'Cutting Edge' so popular. With
new DVD-ROM material and digital components, learners can be confident of improving their language skills through a
carefully balanced range of activities.
Designed for students preparing for university, this integrated skills course develops the language and real academic skills essential for
successful university studies across disciplines. With authentic lectures and seminars, the course guarantees that the English and the study
skills students learn are up to date and relevant to them.
Teacher's resource book contains photocopiable resources by Chris Redston.
Step-by-step Teachers notes with suggestions for alternative procedures and extension activities Teachers tips section with practical ideas on
teaching vocabulary and grammar, using the Mini-dictionary and making speaking tasks work Photocopiable Resource bank with up to 30
hours of additional material to consolidate and extend the Students Book. It includes learner-training worksheets, communication activities
and progress tests.
Engaging texts, new video content and a comprehensive digital package are just some of the features that make this fully revised edition
even more effective. New World culture lessons encourage the exploration of contemporary topics and develop online research skills.
Language live lessons provide light-hearted contexts for practising functional language and writing. The DVD contains all the audio and video
clips and a digital Mini dictionary of key vocabulary. Free audio resources Free audio resources for the Cutting Edge series are available
online at the English Portal. Simply complete your request via this link and create your account for the English Portal. Once your account is
active you'll find the Cutting Edge free resources are accessible in your English Portal account.
This book addresses the key role of phraseology in second language acquisition and instruction. It is divided into three main sections:
Extracting and Describing Phraseological Units investigates the role played by native and learner corpora in the extraction and description of
multiword units, two initial and crucial steps in informing language pedagogy; Learning Phraseological Units deals with the learning aspect, an
oft-neglected yet essential dimension of phraseology in second/foreign language pedagogy, this section also addresses issues in new
literacies; and Recording and Exploiting Phraseological Units focuses on pedagogical tools, notably monolingual and bilingual dictionaries
and textbooks. This stimulating collection presents cutting edge research in the field and identifies major avenues for future theoretical and
applied work. It is of particular relevance to researchers and teachers interested in the patterned nature of language.
"Cutting Edge" provides material for 90-120 hours' teaching, according to how much extra material is used from the "Teacher's Resource
Book". Each module features a real-life task to challenge and motivate students and language input before and during the tasks ensures that
students perform with confidence and skill.
Engaging texts, new video content and a comprehensive digital package are just some of the features that make this fully revised edition
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even more effective.
This is an elementary level text for learners of the English language.
This book is a collection of articles on Applied Linguistics, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL), Foreign Language
Teaching (FLT), Second Language Teaching (SLT) and education. This book is intended mainly for students, teachers and lecturers who pay
attention to education, learning and teaching Foreign Languages. This book can also be an additional material for students of Linguistics,
Applied Linguistics, English Education, Second or Foreign Language Teaching/ Education programs. This book does not come about without
a lot of help from my lecturers who read, analyzed and corrected my articles, and also suggested some ideas in the articles. So, in this
preface I would like to acknowledge them: Jeremy Jones, Elke Stracke, Eleni Petraki, Yanyin Zhang, John Peak, Yuki Itani-Adams, Affrica
Taylor and Louise Watson
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